The Spongebob Musical
Synopsis
The SpongeBob Musical is based on the beloved animated series created by Stephen Hillenburg.
The stakes are higher than ever in this dynamic stage musical, as SpongeBob and all of Bikini
Bottom face the total annihilation of their undersea world. Chaos erupts, lives hang in the
balance, and just when all hope seems lost, a most unexpected hero rises up and takes center
stage.

Character Breakdown
Any role can be played by a child of any gender.

EUGENE H. KRABS: A little gruff and protective of his daughter Pearl. A red crab. Krabs is a
savvy businessperson who owns the Krusty Krab and is obsessed with money.
PATRICK STAR: SpongeBob’s best friend. Patrick is a simple starfish with simple pleasures.
He is loyal, kind, and physically strong. Although not book smart, he is capable of complex
thoughts and sometimes feels unheard by his friends.
SANDY CHEEKS: Sandy is a smart and confident scientist and squirrel. She is independent but
enjoys her friends. Being the only land mammal in Bikini Bottom, Sandy sometimes feels
othered in the community. Sandy speaks with a country twang.
SHELDON J. PLANKTON: Plankton suffers from short person syndrome and is usually trying
to prove his toughness with evil plans. Plankton’s number one goal is to get people to like their
restaurant, “The Chum Bucket”, followed closely by earning the love and affection from Karen,
his computer wife. Rap skills are a plus.
SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS: An eternal optimist and fry cook at the Krusty Krab.
SpongeBob embraces the good in every situation and tries to get others to do the same.
SpongeBob aspires to be a manager at “The Krusty Krab” and is often trying to prove he’s not a
“simple sponge”.
SQUIDWARD Q. TENTACLES: SpongeBob’s ill-tempered and pretentious neighbor and
co-worker. Although Squidward is often portrayed as endlessly grumpy, he has a soft spot for his
mother and playing the clarinet and wants to be loved by his peers.

PEARL KRABS: Mr. Krab’s teenage daughter. Pearl is often trying to get her father’s attention
and wants him to care about her more than his money. She loves “the Electric Skates” (a boy
band) and has a killer voice.
KAREN THE COMPUTER: Karen is married to Plankton and is often unimpressed by his
scheming. She has a dry sense of humor and is very smart.
PERCH PERKINS: Perch is the town newscaster and tends to exaggerate the situation for
ratings.
PATCHY THE PIRATE: The biggest SpongeBob fan to ever exist. Patchy is a pirate and
doesn’t quite understand all the conventions of going to the theater. Patchy has a thick pirate
accent.
THE MAYOR OF BIKINI BOTTOM: An overconfident but ill-prepared leader.
THE ELECTRIC SKATES: Teen pop stars famous for their skateboarding, rollerblading, heely
wearing antics.
LARRY THE LOBSTER: A muscular lobster who spends most of his time “getting his claws
swole”. He eventually becomes the Mayor’s bodyguard. Larry speaks like a surfer dude.
MRS. PUFF: A high-strung boating school instructor.
OLD MAN JENKINS : A cranky old fish who leads an Angry Mob against Sandy for being a
land creature.
GARY: Spongebob’s pet sea snail. Has similar mannerisms to a domesticated house cat.
ASSORTED FISH, SEA CREATURES, and other CITIZENS OF BIKINI BOTTOM.

